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Abstract 
 3D modeling and motion capture are technologies that are widely used in many industries 
including virtual entertainment, clinical research, cinema and military. This technology is used to 
construct animated 3D models that can be controlled by human operators or designed to perform a series 
of tasks in a virtual environment. Other uses include scenario research and video gaming. Today, most 3D 
modeling techniques require a 3D designer to manually create the model. This has the potential to 
improve the quality and aesthetic of the model, and proves useful in designing video game characters, but 
is less accurate when the model is based on a real-world individual for the purpose of research. In most 
cases, 3D modeling and motion-capture are two separate operations. The animation is only mapped to the 
character in a later stage. This makes for longer working time, and a traditional motion-capture facility 
requires expensive equipment such as infra-red sensors and motion detection suits. Hence, in this paper, a 
method to create an animated 3D model in a single operation using photogrammetry technology is 
developed and evaluated. By combining motion-capture and 3D modeling in one operation, we can 
improve efficiency. Photogrammetric processing can recreate a 3D model with accurate measurements 
and details, which is advantageous in scientific research. Nonetheless, the quality of the model is 
influenced by the type of motions the character carried out as well as the setting and condition of the 
equipment.  
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Introduction 
 Three-dimensional (3D) design and modeling is one of the most prominent technology 
developments in modern day. Its contribution to various industries such as manufacturing, architecture, 
digital entertainment and even military is remarkable.   
3D design was first being developed in the 1960s by Ivan Sutherland (Lemelson-MIT, n.d.). It is 
considered a mathematical representation of surfaces or objects in three-dimension. It builds a physical 
body using a collection of points in 3D space, connected by different geometry entities such as triangles 
and lines.3D design and graphic are widely used in constructing products, buildings, and human models. 
Nonetheless, in many designs and simulations, 3D models alone will not suffice. They need to be 
partnered with motion-capture technology. This is especially critical in researches and simulations that 
require the implementation and analysis of motions related to the models. For example, in the video 
gaming industry, a static 3D character model alone will not be enough. Each character needs a set of 
relevant motions so that the human player can control that character in-game and enjoy the simulated 
actions. In medical or military simulations, scientists investigate the way in which the motion of an 
individual affects himself, others, and the surrounding environment. Motion capture is critical in such 
cases.  
In common practice, the construction of the 3D model and its motion capture are done separately 
mainly due to the different techniques and equipment required. However, if the two processes can be 
combined and accomplished at the same time, this would result in the reduction of the time and costs 
needed to produce a complete set of animated 3D models. In this paper, we explore a method for 
constructing a 3D model with motion using Studio 360 in the Innovative Design and Art Laboratory 
(IDEA Lab).  
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Literature Review 
Popular 3D modeling techniques include polygon modeling, curve modeling and digital 
sculpting. Polygon modeling is one of the most widely used 3D modeling technique. This type of 
modeling makes use of a polygon, a shape that consists of geometrical information such as vertices (3D 
points), edges (straight lines connecting the vertices) and faces (the interior areas of the polygons). 
Individual polygons can be combined into polygon mesh which will be used in creating 3D models 
(Autodesk, 2016).  
 
Figure 1: Polygon and polygon mesh in 3D modeling (Autodesk, 2016) 
Curve modeling utilizes curves controlled by weighted points. The curve follows, but does not 
necessarily interpolate, the points. By changing the weight of the points, the shape of the curve is also 
altered. Common curve types include Non-Uniform Rational B-Spline (NURBS), splines, patches and 
geometric primitives (Autodesk Maya, 2017).   
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Figure 2: Curve modeling in Autodesk Maya, a 3D modeling software (Slick, 2016) 
Digital sculpting is an advanced form of 3D modeling. It allows users to manipulate the shapes 
and forms of the model similar to real-world physical sculpting such as clay sculpting. In general, there 
are two types of digital sculpting techniques: mesh-based sculpting and voxel-based sculpting. Mesh-
based sculpting shares a similar working principle as polygon modeling but offers more freedom in shape 
changing through pulling and pushing interconnected polygon mesh. It allows the model to be sculpted in 
multiple levels of resolution. Voxel-based sculpting makes use of the volume of the object as the basic 
modeling element, and materials can be added or removed. Voxel-based sculpting allows complete 
freedom over form. The topology of the model can be freely manipulated through the addition or removal 
of materials. Compared to mesh-based sculpting, voxel-based sculpting saves the user the trouble of 
considering polygon mesh on the model's surface.  
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Figure 3: ZBrush, a 3D modeling software that utilizes digital sculpting technology 
Modern-day motion capture techniques include two main systems: optical and non-optical 
system. An optical system utilizes captured sensory data to triangulate the 3D position of the subject 
between cameras. Sensory data is generally acquired through markers on the subject. There are two types 
of markers: passive and active. Passive markers are coated with a retroreflective material that reflects 
light generated near the cameras. The cameras threshold is set to sample only the light reflected from the 
markers, ignoring those reflected from skins and fabrics. Active markers, on the other hand, emit their 
own light for the system to track and triangulate their positions (Meta Motion, n.d.).  
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Figure 4: An optical motion capture system with a performer wearing a motion-capture suit 
Non-optical systems can be inertial, magnetic, and mechanic in nature. An inertial system utilizes 
miniature inertial sensors which contain a gyroscope, magnetometer, and accelerometer. Motion data 
captured by inertial sensors will be transmitted to a computer software wirelessly, and the motion can be 
viewed and analyzed. A magnetic system identifies positions and orientation through measuring the 
relative magnetic flux of the orthogonal coils on both the transmitter and each receiver. The relative 
intensity of the voltage/current of the coils allows the systems to calculate both the range and orientation 
through meticulous mapping of the tracking volume. A mechanic system captures positions and 
orientations by directly tracking body joint angles. A performer wears a skeletal-like suit and when he/she 
moves, the suit will move along, and the motion will be captured through the suit and sent to a computer 
for processing (Kaur, 2012).  
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Figure 5: A researcher wearing a skeletal tracking suit 
 
Figure 6: A magnetic motion capture system 
Although there have been significant developments in motion capture and 3D modeling 
technology, relatively few attempts to combine these two operations into one have occured. In most 
scenarios, 3D model and motion animation are created separately and only matched at a later stage. 
However, if these two operations can be merged, there would be a significant savings in time and cost. 
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Hence, in this research paper, we introduce and test a method to combine these two fundamental 
operations. The aim of the research is to create an animated 3D model with high resolution in a single 
setting, using the concept of photogrammetry. Photogrammetry is the science of establishing object 
position and measurement from images and makes use of these measurements to reconstruct the object in 
three-dimensions. Photogrammetry is common in satellite and aerial mapping (Diaz-Cabrera, Cabrera-
Gamez, Aguasca-Colomo & Miatliuk, 2013). By analyzing overlapping images of a single area, 
photogrammetry technologies can identify coordination points from the image and their relative 
measurements. Using this information, a 3D view of the area can be obtained (Pennsylvania State 
University Wilkes-Barre, n.d.). In this paper’s experiment, a special form of photogrammetry called 
stereo photogrammetry is used. It defines common points from images taken at different angles and use 
these common points to triangulate the 3D coordinates and measurements of the object. Photogrammetry 
technology is widely used in creating 3D environmental assets such as terrains, buildings and static 
objects. Its use in creating 3D moving character models is rather uncommon. The experiment will utilize 
the Studio 360 of the IDEA Lab and 4 desktop computers with specialized software such as Matlab, 
SmartShooter, and PhotoScan. Matlab is a multi-paradigm numerical computing environment that is 
widely used in data analysis, deep learning, computer vision, signal processing, and automation 
(MathWorks, 2018). In this research, the signal processing and automation features of Matlab will be 
utilized to process videos taken from the dome. SmartShooter is a camera utility software that allows 
users to adjust each camera's setting such as ISO, shutter speed, and aperture, providing overall camera 
control through the computer interface (Kuvacode, 2018). SmartShooter is essential in this research as the 
experiment requires the use of up to 100 cameras, and manual activation of each camera is highly 
inefficient. Smartshooter is designed to solve such problems. PhotoScan is a photogrammetric analysis 
and processing software that are used to reconstruct 3D models from photographs (Agisoft, 2017). In 
summary, the camera dome at the studio will capture the performer's physical model as well as his motion 
through video recording. These videos will then be uploaded to a central share drive that is accessible by 
the 4 desktop computers. The videos will be processed by Matlab and converted into individual frame 
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pictures. The final step will involve making use of these pictures to construct an animated 3D model with 
PhotoScan.  
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Methods 
We conducted a series of experiments in the Studio 360 at the Engineering Research 
Facility. Experiments involved two individuals: the operator and the performer. The operator runs 
the equipment to record the movement of the performer and processes the videos for 3D 
reconstruction. The performer follows the operator's instructions and performs various body 
movements within the dome. The filming dome consists a total of 100 cameras. The operator first 
turns on the power source for the cameras and the lighting. He/she then turns on the computer and 
sets up the cameras using SmartShooter. Once the equipment is set up, the operator signals the 
start of the recording with a clap of a movie clapboard, and the performer inside the dome follows 
the operator's instructions to execute simple actions such as a jumping jack, high knees, and 
running. The record lasts 1 to 3 minutes. Once the recording is done, the operator again snaps 
shut the clapboard to signal the end of. The videos from all of the cameras will be sent to a central 
share drive for processing.  
The first step of video processing is synchronizing. The sound of the clapping at the start 
serves as an indicator. This is crucial because cameras are activated by a USB connection and as a 
result, the cameras are not activated at the same time. This leads to a delay in recording. 
Furthermore, the cameras are connected to 3 different computers and all computers share a 
common display. This means that the operator must switch between each computer to activate 
cameras connected to that particular computer. This is the second delay. To counter this, the 
clapping sound is used as a signal. When all of the cameras are in record mode, the operator will 
snap the clapboard and all cameras will record the clapping sound at the same time. Once the 
videos are collected, a Matlab program synchronizes the video. The program will search each 
video to identify the signature clapping sound based on amplitude (the clapping sound has a 
significantly higher amplitude than the environmental sounds) as a reference point for 
synchronization. Only the recording after the first clapping sound will be retained. The next step 
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is frame separation. The Matlab code can execute synchronization and frame separation 
simultaneously. Once the synchronized points are identified, the program begins to extract 
individual frames from synchronized videos at regular intervals. In order to expedite the process, 
each computer (with a total of 4 computers) runs Matlab simultaneously to share the workload 
and each Matlab program engages in parallel processing which fully utilizes each core of the 
computer's Central Processing Unit (CPU) (see appendix A-D). These frame photos are then 
stored in the shared drive in numerical order. At that point, they are ready for use in the 3D 
reconstruction.  
The 3D reconstruction is carried out using PhotoScan. The frame photos obtained from 
the Matlab program are imported to PhotoScan. To improve efficiency, PhotoScan is run on all 4 
computers and is connected through a function called Network Processing. This function allows 
the workload to be shared among the 4 computers running PhotoScan and greatly reduces the 
time required to reconstruct the 3D model (see appendix E-F). The first step is to align the photos 
and establish a 3D position point cloud (also called Tie Point) for the model. The second step is to 
build a dense cloud based on the existing tie points, this step is to establish the physical layout of 
the model for mesh implementation in the later stage. The third step is to implement mesh. A 
triangular mesh unit will be added to the dense cloud to create the surface of the model. The forth 
step is to implement texture and complete the construction of the physical model. The above steps 
are applied to every frame and once done, the construction of an animated 3D model is complete.   
Experiment Setting 
The camera dome is equipped with 100 cameras and they are divided into 10 towers. 
Each tower has cameras installed from the upper level to the lower level to provide maximum 
coverage of the performer inside the dome. There are 4 overhead studio lights that provide 
additional lighting for the video recording. The lights and cameras are powered by a central 
power source to ensure stable power supply (see Figures 9 & 10). Every 10 cameras inside a 
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tower are connected to a USB hub, which are in turn connected to a desktop computer. Each 
desktop computer is connected with 3 to 4 USB hubs, except for the master computer. 
The master computer (computer no.1) is not connected to any camera and is the main 
computer for video and image processing. The other three computers (computer nos.0, 2 and 3) 
are connected with three to four USB hubs and handle 30 to 40 cameras each. This is to spread 
workload across computers to improve data transmission stability. All the computers are installed 
with SmartShooter (see Figure 7). In addition, each computer is installed with PhotoScan, the 
primary 3D construction software used in this study (see Figure 8). Finally, all computers share a 
common display, which can be switched through a switch box. Other equipment used includes a 
movie clapboard and a timer.  
Figure 7: SmartShooter Interface (with livestream mode on) 
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Figure 8: PhotoScan Interface 
 
 
Figure 9: The Studio 360 Camera Dome 
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Figure 10: Studio 360 Layout (overhead view) 
Experiment Procedures 
The following steps are design to produce a 3D model with 1-minute motion. 
1) Turn on the master power source to power up the camera dome 
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2) Open SmartShooter on computers 0, 2 and 3, and check to make sure all cameras are 
connected and active 
3) Instruct performer to step inside the dome and stand at the center, with arms stretching parallel 
to the floor and legs slightly apart 
4) Conduct a final check to make sure cameras are fully operating 
5) Press the "Video" button on the SmartShooter to activate video recording mode on cameras, 
repeat the step for each computer 
6) Check to make sure all cameras are in video recording mode 
7) Clap the movie clapboard to signal the performer to start movement 
8) Simultaneous to step 7, start the stop watch 
9) After 1 minute, clap the movie clapboard again to signal the stop of movement to the 
performer 
10) Press the "Stop" button on SmartShooter to stop the video recording. Repeat the step for each 
computer. 
11) Once all cameras are finished recording, signal the performer to exit the dome. 
12) Start the video download sequence for all cameras through SmartShooter. 
13) Once the download is complete, check to make sure all videos are successfully saved in the 
shared drive. 
14) Close SmartShooter. 
15) Open Matlab on each computer. 
16) Load the video processing code on Matlab on each computer. 
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17) Divide the videos among each computer for processing, e.g. computer 1 is in charge of videos 
from cameras located on Tower 0 to 2, computer 2 is in charge of videos from cameras located on 
Tower 3 to 4, computer 3 is in charge of videos from cameras located on Tower 5 to 7 and 
computer 4 is in charge of videos from cameras located on Tower 8 to 9. 
18) Run the video processing code on each computer to start the video synchronization and frame 
separation process. 
19) Once the video processing is done, close Matlab. 
20) Open PhotoScan on each computer. 
21) Set up the Network Processing for PhotoScan. 
22) Once the Network Processing is set up, load the frame pictures to PhotoScan on computer 0. 
23) Start the photo alignment process by choosing the "Align photos" option from the 
"Workflow" drop-down menu and allow network process when prompted. 
24) Once the photo alignment is done, minimize the area for dense cloud construction by resizing 
the rectangular boundaries to include only the performer's model. This is to avoid the construction 
of any background equipment models such as dome structure and cameras. 
25) Start the dense cloud construction by choosing the "Build dense cloud" option from the 
"Workflow" drop-down menu and allow network process when prompted. 
26) Once the dense cloud construction is done, continue to mesh construction by choosing the 
"Build mesh" option from the "Workflow" drop-down menu and allow network process when 
prompted. 
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27) Once the mesh is built, continue to the final step of adding texture to the model by choosing 
"Build texture" option from the "Workflow" drop-down menu and allow network process when 
prompted. 
28) Once the texture has been added to the model, the construction of the animated 3D model is 
done. To inspect the model and its motions, use the "Play" option from the timeline to run 
through the animation. 
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Results and Discussion 
Using the methods described earlier, we conducted two experiments and produced two 
sets of animated 3D models. The first experiment featured Professor Stephen Baek performing 
the motions of jumping, walking, and running. Figures 7 - 10 display the fully-textured 3D 
model. The camera setting is as follow: 
1) Aperture: 5.6 
2) Shutter Speed: 1/80 
3) ISO: 800 
The aperture was set at f/5.6 to provide a relatively sharp field of depth as the focus of the 
video was the performer and not the surrounding environment. A narrower aperture may provide 
an even sharper depth of field, but it will also sharply decrease the amount of light the camera can 
capture and has the potential of leading to an under-exposed image. Hence, we chose a modest 
aperture of f/5.6. The shutter speed was set at 1/80. This controls how long the shutter remains 
open. A high shutter speed (e.g. 1/500) allows the camera to capture very fast-moving objects in 
high fps (frame per second). However, the light captured is severely reduced with a high shutter 
speed and can also lead to an under-exposed image. ISO controls the camera’s sensitivity to light 
and hence affects the exposure of the image. An ISO of 800 ensures a reasonably high sensitivity 
to light in this experiment setting.  
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Figure 11: Right-side view of the 3D model 
 
Figure 12: Backside view of the 3D model 
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Figure 13: Left-side view of the 3D model 
 
Figure 14: Front-side view of the 3D model 
From the above figures, one can conclude that the starting model has high resolution 
except for the areas around the hands (see the red-circled areas in Figure 14). It can be observed 
that the reconstructed model has captured various details of the performers accurately. For 
example, the contrast and stretch of the performer’s clothing change according to his muscle 
movements beneath. Figures 11 to 38 will further display the model at different stages of 
motions. The model is displayed in tie point format for accurate analysis, as the tie point pattern 
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is crucial in the model construction. It provides the basic coordinates and shape of the model for 
further building operations. The quality of the final model depends heavily on the condition of the 
tie point pattern.  
There are four levels of body movement in this experiment. They are classified as 
minimum, increased, high, and maximum. Trivia body motion, which requires little effort to 
execute and includes movements such as raising/lowering arms or moving a step 
forward/backward, is categorized under the level of minimum body movement. Exercises such as 
jumping, which requires considerable effort to perform, are categorized under increased body 
movement level. Motions that requires the performer to leave his original position and travel a 
certain distance by walking are categorized under high body movement level. Finally, motions 
that requires the performer to leave his original position and travel a certain distance by running 
are categorized under maximum body movement level. The entire experiment consists of 8 
stages.  
In stage 1 (frame 1 to frame 6), the performer moved his arm from a horizontal position 
to a vertical position, bringing his arms closer to the body. In this stage, the performer exercised 
minimum body movement.  
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Figure 15: Model in Tie Point format (Frame 1) 
From frame 1, we see that the density of tie points on the arm area of the model is 
significantly lower than other parts of the body (indicated with red circles).  
 
Figure 16: Model in Tie Point format (Frame 4) 
Similar to frame 1, the area of the outstretched arm has a relatively low density of tie 
points (indicated with red circles).  
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Figure 17: Model in Tie Point Format (Frame 6) 
At frame 6, the performer's hands were in a vertical position, close to the body. In this 
frame, we can see that the density of tie points on the arm area has increased from previous 
frames (indicated with red circles).  
During stage 2, the performer moved one step ahead. The overall level of movement 
remained minimum. This stage consisted of frames 7 to 11. Figures 18 to 20 show the model at 
this stage in tie point format.  
 
Figure 18: Model in Tie Point Format (Frame 7) 
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In frame 7, we see that the performer started moving his right leg with arms slightly out-
stretched. The tie point pattern representing the body is organized, except for the arms (indicated 
with red circles). Evidently, the density of tie points is less than that of other areas of the body.  
 
Figure 19: Model in Tie Point Format (Frame 9) 
In frame 9, the performer's right leg was on the rise. The tie point pattern representing the 
body remains unchanged as compared to frame 7.  
 
Figure 20: Model in Tie Point Format (Frame 11) 
At frame 11, the performer's right leg touched down. The tie point pattern representing 
the body remains unchanged compared to frame 9.  
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During stage 3, the performer jumped in place. The overall body movement level 
increased. This stage consisted of frame 21 to frame 24. Figures 17 to 20 display the model at this 
stage in tie point format.  
 
Figure 21: Model in Tie Point Format (Frame 12) 
At frame 12, the performer raised his left leg, beginning the motion of jumping in place. 
The number of tie point representing the body does not deviate significantly from the previous 
stage in this frame. 
 
Figure 22: Model in Tie Point Format (Frame 16) 
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At frame 16, the jumping was in full action. We can see that the density of tie points in 
the arm area (indicated with red circles) is less than that in frame 12 when the motion had just 
begun.  
 
Figure 23: Model in Tie Point Format (Frame 29) 
This is another frame that shows the body in the midst of jumping, similar to frame 16. 
The density of tie points in the arm areas (indicated with red circles) is significantly less than 
other areas of the body.  
 
Figure 24: Model in Tie Point Format (Frame 33) 
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At frame 33, the performer has finished the jumping, returning to the starting position. As 
shown in the figure, the density of tie points in the arm area (indicated with red circles) is higher 
and its distribution pattern is more organized than that in frame 29 when the performer was in full 
jumping motion.  
During stage 4, which consisted of frames 34 to 50, the performer walked along the front 
half of the dome. The performer was no longer executing motion at the center of the dome. In this 
stage, the performer experienced a high level of body movement. Figure 25 to 29 display the 
model at this stage of motion.  
 
Figure 25: Model in Tie Point Format (Frame 34) 
At frame 34, the performer started his motion by moving his body to the right of the 
center. It can be observed that the tie point distribution pattern remained relatively unchanged 
compared to the previous frame. 
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Figure 26: Model in Tie Point Format (Frame 37) 
At frame 37, the performer started to walk along the front-half of the dome. We can see 
that the tie point pattern on the right side of the torso (indicated with a red circle) becomes more 
scattered compared to that in frame 34. 
 
Figure 27: Model in Tie Point Format (Frame 38) 
At frame 38, the performer started to turn his body to the left (west), and here we see a 
more severe distortion of tie points around the torso (indicated with a red circle). At this frame, 
the position of the body is significantly closer to the front-end (north) cameras.  
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Figure 28: Model in Tie Point Format (Frame 43) 
At frame 43, the performer was in the midpoint of the motion, there is a significant 
distortion in the tie point pattern representing the body.  
 
Figure 29: Model in Tie Point Format (Frame 51) 
At frame 51, the performer finished his walk along the front half of the dome. He was 
facing the south in this frame, and his body was close to the left-end (west) cameras. Here we can 
see that the tie points pattern representing his right torso is severely distorted (indicated with a red 
circle). 
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During stage 5, the performer walked along the rear half of the dome. The performer 
continued to exercise a high level of body movement. 
 
Figure 30: Model in Tie Point Format (Frame 52) 
 At frame 52, the performer started moving toward the rear end of the dome. Similar to 
frame 51, the tie points around the right part of the torso are distorted. The right arm is hardly 
recognizable (indicated with a red circle).  
 
Figure 31: Model in Tie Point Format (Frame 55) 
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At frame 55, the performer started turning toward the east (right). The left half of the 
body displays a recognizable pattern of tie points, but the tie point pattern on the right side of the 
body is still fairly distorted (indicated with a red circle).  
 
Figure 32: Model in Tie Point Format (Frame 61) 
At frame 61, the performer is facing east (right). The body of the performer model is 
clearly recognizable at this position. The performer was further away from the front-end (north) 
cameras at this point.  
 
Figure 33: Model in Tie Point Format (Frame 71) 
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At frame 71, the performer returned to the starting position, and transitioned into the next 
stage of motion. The tie point pattern representing the body is loose and the area of the right arm 
is largely missing (indicated with a red circle).  
During stage 6, the performer started to run along the front half of the dome. The 
performer exercised maximum body movement.  
 
 
Figure 34: Model in Tie Point Format (Frame 72) 
At frame 72, the performer started running. The tie points pattern representing the body is 
scattered and the condition is more severe as compared to when the body was not moving around 
or just walking around (indicated with a red circle).  
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Figure 35: Model in Tie Point Format (Frame 76) 
At frame 76, the performer was at the midpoint of the motion. The tie points representing 
the body are in a severely jumbled pattern and the shape of the body is barely recognizable.   
 
Figure 36: Model in Tie Point Format (Frame 80) 
At frame 80, the performer finished running across the front half of the dome. The body 
shape is more recognizable than in frame 76 when the body was closer to the front-end (north) 
cameras. Yet the tie point pattern is still largely scattered, especially on the right side of the body 
which was closer to the left-end (west) cameras (indicated with a red circle).  
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During stage 7, the performer ran along the rear end of the dome. The performer's body 
movement level remained at maximum. Frames 81 to 94 captured this stage of motion.  
 
Figure 37: Model in Tie Point Format (Frame 81) 
At frame 81, the performer continued the running from the previous stage, turning right 
(east). There was no significant change in the tie point pattern distribution.  
 
Figure 38: Model in Tie Point Format (Frame 87) 
At frame 87, the performer was at the midpoint of the motion. The body shape becomes 
more recognizable compared to frame 81.   
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Figure 39: Model in Tie Point Format (Frame 94) 
At frame 94, the performer finished running and was ready to proceed to the next stage of 
motion. The body shape is recognizable, but the tie point pattern on the right side of the body is 
still scattered (indicated with a red circle).  
Stage 8 is the final stage of motion. During this stage, the performer jumped in place. The 
level of body movement is higher.  
 
Figure 40: Model in Tie Point Format (Frame 95) 
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At frame 95, the performer was at the starting position. It can be observed that the body 
model is more recognizable than in previous frames as the tie points forming the body were in a 
closer pattern. The arms also became more distinguished. 
 
Figure 41: Model in Tie Point Format (Frame 98) 
At frame 98, the performer was jumping and the pattern of tie points is relatively 
unchanged as compared to frame 95.  
 
Figure 42: Model in Tie Point Format (frame 102) 
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At frame 102, the performer was coming to a stop. This marked the end of the entire 
performance. The pattern of tie point representing the body is relatively unchanged compared to 
what we saw in frame 98.  
By studying the tie point pattern displayed in each frame, we can conclude that while it is 
feasible to construct an animated 3D model through the use of videos, the position of the model 
and possibly the speed at which the model moves will have a significant impact on the quality of 
the 3D model produced. While the model is at the center of the dome, the corresponding tie point 
pattern is well formed and clearly recognizable, the sole exception being the out-stretched arms, 
which are at a considerable distance from the center of the model. It is clear when the performer 
leaves the center and moves closer to the cameras, the side of the body, which is closer to the 
cameras, will have a poorly-distributed tie point pattern. In fact, any body part located at a 
considerable distance from the center will suffer distortion to its tie point pattern. In Figure 11, 
the density of tie points around the arms, especially near the fingertips, when the model is static, 
is significantly lower than other regions of the body.  
One possible cause of such a disruption to the tie point pattern and density is the focus 
length of the cameras. Each camera has a focus point fixed at the center of the dome. This is to 
ensure that the cameras capture the clearest image of the performer at the center of the dome and 
to avoid any possible motion blur due to the switch of focus points during the filming process. 
However, when the performer in the experiment move away from the center and closer to the 
cameras, the focus points of the cameras were not adjusted to such change of position and 
distance. As a result, the images captured by these cameras were blurrier than those captured 
when the performer was at the center. To the human eyes, the difference may not be substantial, 
but such small degradation of image quality can negatively affect PhotoScan’s photogrammetric 
analysis, and hence, cause disturbance in creating the tie point pattern representing the model 
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body. This will in turn affect the dense cloud construction as well as the mesh and texture 
implementation as each of them depends on the accuracy of the tie point pattern.   
Another suspected cause of blurry images is the speed of movement. During the 
experiment, the performer exercised motions such as jumping and running. These motions are 
executed quickly and it is likely, given the setting of the cameras, that the motions captured in the 
images are blurry. When the motion is played in a video, such subtle differences are difficult to 
detect with the naked eye. However, when the video is separated into individual frames, the 
difference is enlarged. As mentioned before, blurry images can affect the distribution of tie 
points. To further investigate this problem, a second experiment was conducted.  
 In experiment 2, another performer, who was an undergraduate engineering student, 
performed a simple body movement: jumping in place. He performed this action at the center of 
the dome and did not move away from it. This was to eliminate the distance effect discussed in 
the previous experiment. The rest of the experimental set-up was identical to experiment 1. 
Figures 42 to 47 show the results of this second experiment. To better determine the 
effect that movement speed has on the quality of the 3D model, we made the arms the focus, as it 
was easier to spot any possible motion blur or other effects that speed of movement may cause.  
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Figure 42: Full Texture Model for Experiment 2 (Front) 
 
Figure 43: Full Texture Model for Experiment 2(Left) 
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Figure 44: Full Texture Model for Experiment 2(Right) 
 
Figure 45: Full Texture Model for Experiment 2 (Back) 
The above figures show the finished 3D model with full texture in the starting position. 
While the model was in the static starting position, the texture quality of the arm area is good.  
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Figure 46: Model in Tie Point Format (Frame 7) 
Figure 46 shows that the tie point pattern in the model's right arm area is scattered 
(indicated with a red circle).  
 
Figure 47:  Frame Picture (Frame 7) 
Comparing Figure 47 and the corresponding frame picture of frame 7 with Figure 46, we 
see that the right arm in Figure 47 had a clear motion blur (indicated with a red circle), which 
correspond to the distorted tie point pattern of the right arm in Figure 46. Similar observations 
were made throughout the experiment.  
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One possible cause of the motion blur is the low shutter speed. The shutter speed used in 
the experiment is 1/80. For a video that has a frame rate of 60 frames/second, such shutter speed 
is rather low. However, when setting up the shutter speed, there are also other concerns that need 
to be addressed. For example, the overall brightness of the videos is one of the them. The side 
effect of a high shutter speed is that the camera will not have enough time to capture light. This 
will cause low brightness on the video and make the image unrecognizable. Hence, the shutter 
speed was set at a modest level. However, according to the results from the experiments, such 
setting was not enough to fully capture fast actions free of motion blur.   
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Conclusion 
In conclusion, the experiments were successful because they were able to create animated 
3D models using photogrammetry technology. In fact, when the condition is satisfiable, e.g. the 
character is not moving in high speed and/or moving away from the central focal point, the 
quality of the 3D model constructed is rather high and its measurements and details can be 
captured accurately. Yet, if the character engages in high-speed motion and/or move away from 
the center of the dome, the equipment cannot fully mitigate the negative impacts such actions 
bring, and as a result, the quality of the model suffers. Nonetheless, it remains a viable alternative 
for creating an animated 3D model. Its biggest advantage is that by combining motion capture 
and 3D model construction into one operation, the cost and time needed to realize such models 
will be significantly reduced. Moreover, the equipment used in the experiment to capture the 
video is less expensive than those used in conventional motion capture facilities. In addition, 
using photogrammetry technology in 3D model reconstruction can accurately reproduce the exact 
shape, measurements and other details of the character. 
Future improvement can be accomplished with equipment upgrades, such as installing 
more lights in the dome to increase the overall brightness, and thus allowing a higher shutter 
speed setting. Additional research is needed to improve the algorithm used in the PhotoScan 
software to allow better image analysis and alignment, as well as integrating the animated 3D 
model into other program developments, such as video game development, motion analysis 
research, and virtual reality research.  
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Appendix A 
Matlab Code for Video Synchronization and Frame Separation (Camera 1 – 21) 
clc; 
close all; 
clear all; 
dirName='O:\Test 8'; 
files=dir(fullfile(dirName,'*.mov')); 
files={files.name}'; 
  
parfor i=1:21 
filename=files{i}; 
input_file=audioread(filename); 
info_of_file=audioinfo(filename); 
  
mono=(input_file(:,1)+input_file(:,2)); 
threshold=1.8; 
syn=find(mono>threshold,1); 
disp(syn); 
    
infocat=fieldnames(info_of_file); 
SR=getfield(info_of_file,infocat{4}); 
TS=getfield(info_of_file,infocat{5}); 
  
syntimes=syn/SR; 
syntimesp=syntimes+10; 
disp(syntimes); 
disp(syntimesp); 
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mov=VideoReader(filename); 
info=get(mov); 
opFolder=fullfile(cd,'armyvi'); 
if~exist(opFolder,'dir') 
mkdir(opFolder); 
end 
  
numFrames=mov.NumberOfFrames; 
numFramesWritten=0; 
FR=mov.FrameRate; 
F1=syntimes*FR; 
F2=(syntimes+1)*FR; 
F3=(syntimes+2)*FR; 
F4=(syntimes+3)*FR; 
F5=(syntimes+4)*FR; 
F6=(syntimes+5)*FR; 
for t=[F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6] 
currFrame=read(mov,t); 
opBaseFileName=sprintf('%04d.png',numFramesWritten); 
basefile=sprintf('%04d',i); 
opFoldersub=fullfile('O:\','Test 8','armyvi',basefile); 
 if~exist(opFoldersub,'dir') 
 mkdir(opFoldersub); 
 end 
 opFull=fullfile(opFoldersub, opBaseFileName); 
  imwrite(currFrame,opFull,'png'); 
  progIndication=sprintf('Wrote frame %4d of %d.',t,numFrames); 
  disp(progIndication); 
  numFramesWritten=numFramesWritten+1; 
  end 
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  progIndication=sprintf('Wrote%d frames to folder"%s"',numFramesWritten,opFolder); 
  disp(progIndication); 
  end 
Appendix B 
Matlab Code for Video Synchronization and Frame Separation (Camera 22 – 43) 
clc; 
close all; 
clear all; 
dirName='O:\Test 8'; 
files=dir(fullfile(dirName,'*.mov')); 
files={files.name}'; 
  
parfor i=22:43 
filename=files{i}; 
input_file=audioread(filename); 
info_of_file=audioinfo(filename); 
  
mono=(input_file(:,1)+input_file(:,2)); 
threshold=1.8; 
syn=find(mono>threshold,1); 
disp(syn); 
    
 infocat=fieldnames(info_of_file); 
 SR=getfield(info_of_file,infocat{4}); 
 TS=getfield(info_of_file,infocat{5}); 
  
 syntimes=syn/SR; 
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 syntimesp=syntimes+10; 
 disp(syntimes); 
 disp(syntimesp); 
   
 mov=VideoReader(filename); 
 info=get(mov); 
 opFolder=fullfile(cd,'armyvi'); 
  if~exist(opFolder,'dir') 
  mkdir(opFolder); 
   end 
  
  numFrames=mov.NumberOfFrames; 
  numFramesWritten=0; 
  FR=mov.FrameRate; 
  F1=syntimes*FR; 
  F2=(syntimes+1)*FR; 
  F3=(syntimes+2)*FR; 
  F4=(syntimes+3)*FR; 
  F5=(syntimes+4)*FR; 
  F6=(syntimes+5)*FR; 
  for t=[F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6] 
  currFrame=read(mov,t); 
  opBaseFileName=sprintf('%04d.png',numFramesWritten); 
  basefile=sprintf('%04d',i); 
  opFoldersub=fullfile('O:\','Test 8','armyvi',basefile); 
  if~exist(opFoldersub,'dir') 
  mkdir(opFoldersub); 
  end 
  opFull=fullfile(opFoldersub, opBaseFileName); 
  imwrite(currFrame,opFull,'png'); 
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  progIndication=sprintf('Wrote frame %4d of %d.',t,numFrames); 
  disp(progIndication); 
  numFramesWritten=numFramesWritten+1; 
  end 
  
  progIndication=sprintf('Wrote%d frames to folder"%s"',numFramesWritten,opFolder); 
  disp(progIndication); 
   end 
Appendix C 
Matlab Code for Video Synchronization and Frame Separation (Camera 44 – 64) 
clc; 
close all; 
clear all; 
dirName='O:\Test 8'; 
files=dir(fullfile(dirName,'*.mov')); 
files={files.name}'; 
  
parfor i=44:64 
filename=files{i}; 
input_file=audioread(filename); 
info_of_file=audioinfo(filename); 
  
mono=(input_file(:,1)+input_file(:,2)); 
threshold=1.8; 
syn=find(mono>threshold,1); 
disp(syn); 
    
 infocat=fieldnames(info_of_file); 
 SR=getfield(info_of_file,infocat{4}); 
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 TS=getfield(info_of_file,infocat{5}); 
  
 syntimes=syn/SR; 
 syntimesp=syntimes+10; 
 disp(syntimes); 
 disp(syntimesp); 
   
  mov=VideoReader(filename); 
  info=get(mov); 
  opFolder=fullfile(cd,'armyvi'); 
   if~exist(opFolder,'dir') 
  mkdir(opFolder); 
  end 
  
  numFrames=mov.NumberOfFrames; 
  numFramesWritten=0; 
  FR=mov.FrameRate; 
  F1=syntimes*FR; 
  F2=(syntimes+1)*FR; 
  F3=(syntimes+2)*FR; 
  F4=(syntimes+3)*FR; 
  F5=(syntimes+4)*FR; 
  F6=(syntimes+5)*FR; 
  for t=[F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6] 
  currFrame=read(mov,t); 
  opBaseFileName=sprintf('%04d.png',numFramesWritten); 
  basefile=sprintf('%04d',i); 
  opFoldersub=fullfile('O:\','Test 8','armyvi',basefile); 
  if~exist(opFoldersub,'dir') 
  mkdir(opFoldersub); 
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  end 
  opFull=fullfile(opFoldersub, opBaseFileName); 
  imwrite(currFrame,opFull,'png'); 
  progIndication=sprintf('Wrote frame %4d of %d.',t,numFrames); 
  disp(progIndication); 
  numFramesWritten=numFramesWritten+1; 
  end 
  
  progIndication=sprintf('Wrote%d frames to folder"%s"',numFramesWritten,opFolder); 
  disp(progIndication); 
  end 
Appendix D 
Matlab Code for Video Synchronization and Frame Separation (Camera 65 – 85) 
clc; 
close all; 
clear all; 
dirName='O:\Test 8'; 
files=dir(fullfile(dirName,'*.mov')); 
files={files.name}'; 
  
parfor i=65:84 
filename=files{i}; 
input_file=audioread(filename); 
info_of_file=audioinfo(filename); 
  
mono=(input_file(:,1)+input_file(:,2)); 
threshold=1.8; 
syn=find(mono>threshold,1); 
disp(syn); 
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 infocat=fieldnames(info_of_file); 
 SR=getfield(info_of_file,infocat{4}); 
 TS=getfield(info_of_file,infocat{5}); 
  
 syntimes=syn/SR; 
 syntimesp=syntimes+10; 
 disp(syntimes); 
 disp(syntimesp); 
   
 mov=VideoReader(filename); 
 info=get(mov); 
 opFolder=fullfile(cd,'armyvi'); 
 if~exist(opFolder,'dir') 
 mkdir(opFolder); 
 end 
  
numFrames=mov.NumberOfFrames; 
numFramesWritten=0; 
FR=mov.FrameRate; 
F1=(syntimes+2)*FR; 
F2=(syntimes+3)*FR; 
F3=(syntimes+4)*FR; 
F4=(syntimes+5)*FR; 
F5=(syntimes+6)*FR; 
F6=(syntimes+7)*FR; 
for t=[F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6] 
currFrame=read(mov,t); 
opBaseFileName=sprintf('%04d.png',numFramesWritten); 
basefile=sprintf('%04d',i); 
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opFoldersub=fullfile('O:\','Test 8','armyvi',basefile); 
 if~exist(opFoldersub,'dir') 
 mkdir(opFoldersub); 
 end 
 opFull=fullfile(opFoldersub, opBaseFileName); 
 imwrite(currFrame,opFull,'png'); 
  progIndication=sprintf('Wrote frame %4d of %d.',t,numFrames); 
  disp(progIndication); 
  numFramesWritten=numFramesWritten+1; 
  end 
  
  progIndication=sprintf('Wrote%d frames to folder"%s"',numFramesWritten,opFolder); 
  disp(progIndication); 
  end 
Appendix E 
Script for Setting Up PhotoScan Network Processing Function (Server) 
To set up the PhotoScan network processing, a script must be run on the sever desktop 
(the main desktop for operation) to establish the connection between the server desktop and the 
node desktops (assisting desktop). The script is as follow: 
             cd c:\Program Files\Agisoft\PhotoScan Pro\ 
photoscan --server --control 192.168.1.5 --dispatch 192.168.1.5 --root O:\ 
Root O:\ is the share drive where the videos and photos obtained from the experiments stored.  
PhotoScan will perform its operations at the share drive. 192.168.1.5 is the IP address of the main 
desktop computer.  
Appendix F 
Script for Setting Up PhotoScan Network Processing Function (Node) 
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The following script is used to establish the PhotoScan Network Processing connection 
on the node desktops (assisting desktops):  
             cd c:\Program Files\Agisoft\PhotoScan Pro\ 
             photoscan.exe --node --dispatch 192.168.1.5 --root O:\ 
             192.168.1.5 is the IP address of the main desktop computer.  
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